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A new trend in pumps technology is utilization of automated pump field performance data acquisition system to assess pumps 

components’ reliability (seals, bearings) via vibrations monitoring, as well as live on-line efficiency measurements for energy 

optimization. The present article described the process of such automated data acquisition system dubbed “PREMS-2A” (Pumps 

Reliability and Efficiency/Energy Monitoring System, rev. 2A). 

The importance and reason of knowing the actual efficiency of a pump is to practically integrate such data within the repair and 

upgrade scheduling logistics process used by the plants interested in energy savings, in other words – to do something about it. For a 

large pump, even a few points of efficiency degradation may translate to tens of thousands of dollars wasted if proper periodic 

adjustments are not implemented. Consider, for example a typical large 1500 HP cooling water pump at a power plant or a water 

booster station. Operating non-stop, at $0.10 per kW-Hr cost, this translates to (1500x0.746) x 24 x 365 x 0.1 = $980,244 per year, and 

each 1% of efficiency degradation would thus mean $98,024 dollars a year – not a small change! After 10-15 years in service, it is not 

uncommon for pumps to easily drop 5-10 % in efficiency, for various reasons – wear, off-BEP operation due to the process changes, 

etc. Thus, trending and monitoring pumps efficiency helps decide, when and should, to schedule the efficiency repair upgrade, and 

evaluate the return on investment against the proposed cost of such repairs/upgrades. 

A typical PREMS system, as described in above noted earlier articles, consists of the instrumentation (pressure transducers, electric 

current coil transformer (CT), ultrasonic flow meter (or alternative 4-20 mA inputs from the existing meter), vibration accelerometers 

(with full FFT capability), and thermocouples), a data acquisition chassis hardware, and a PC computer to receive data locally or 

transmitit via modem gateway for a remote display,  - which shows the actual pump performance curves (head, power, efficiency 

versus flow) displayed continually and live, and plotted against the expected (as-new, OEM expected pump performance). The 

difference between actual and expected efficiencies is calculated and also displayed numerically and trended as “dollars being 

burned”, - live and continually. A typical field setup is shown on Fig. 1, and it takes only a few hours to install, turn on, and watch the 

data streaming live. 
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Fig. 1A typical field setup of the PREMS performance data acquisition system 
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The larger the pumps, the greater the impact on energy savings, but to illustrate the concept in this article we will use a small 2-pumps-in-

parralel setup as featured at our periodic Pump School sessions, as referenced (ref. 1)at the end of the article. As the test results below will show 

(Figs. 2 and 4), one of the pumps (#2) happens to operate better (more efficient) then the other (#1). The “expected” BEP point for these (small, 

example) pumps is: 2.0 gpm, 11.2 feet, 0.11 hp, and 5.1% efficiency. (The reason for such unusually low value of efficiency is not important in 

this case, as the example pumps are small low efficiency mag drive units; what matters is the illustration of the concept). 

 

The streaming raw data from sensors is first translated into a “pump language”, with gages elevation corrections, pressures-to-head conversion, 

etc. Figs. 2 and 4 show the data already transformed by the software into a pumps performance curves: real versus OEM. Fig. 2 shows the results 

for “stronger” pump (#2). The data was taken for about an hour, sampling every 2 seconds, and plotting every 10 seconds (these and other 

settings are user-adjustable). 
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Fig. 2 Pump #2 operating by itself: actual performance data versus expected OEM curves 

Notice four distinct areas of operation: (A) – a bit past the BEP flow; (B) and (C) to the left of the BEP; and (D) very close to shutoff. The head 

“clouds of data” indicate that the actual pump #2 head-capacity performance curve is somewhat higher than the OEM head-capacity curve. The 

horsepower data shows also above the OEM curve, with the resultant calculated and plotted efficiency curve shaping up a little below the OEM 

curve, - perhaps a point or so drop in efficiency.  Note that the “smudge” of the data cloud of head gets wider as it closer toward the shutoff, - 

reflecting internal hydraulic instabilities resulting in head and flow fluctuations. For a larger pump, these instabilities could be very detrimental 
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for the pumps reliability, as far as impact on bearings and seals. PREMS monitors vibrations as well, to help shed light on reliability, and three 

sample vibration channels (two on the pump and one on the motor), are shown on Fig. 2. (Other traces (individual temperatures, vibrations 

FFTs, pressures, flow, power, etc.) can be similarly viewed live during pumps operation, but are not a presently a focus of this article). 

 

Fig. 3 Vibration traces versus time. Note the “event” per spike of vibrations 

Figure 4 shows performance of the pump #1, with “clouds” of data connected via curves, indicting the actual entire performance curves (overall 

trend is shown, and FFT vibration spectrum details can be viewed via ref. 2 as noted at the end of the article). 
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Fig. 4 Pump #1 operating by itself: actual performance data versus expected OEM curves 

Comparing Figs. 2 and 4, the #2 pump has lost more head and efficiency as compared to #1 pump, - and it would likely be a first candidate for 

the repairs to restore its OEM efficiency. Clearly, for small pumps used in this example, the energy “wasted” year is very small (also dynamically 

computed and displayed continually at the lower left corner of the PREMS screen), but for more significant power levels the impact on cost is 

clearly significant. 

As a final quiz for our readers, - can you tell what is depicted on Fig. 5? – the other figures within the article would give you some clues.  
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Fig. 5 Parting Quiz: can you tell what does this picture illustrates? 
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